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WIN CONSUMER MOMENTS ON MOBILE
The linear model of the consumer purchase funnel
from awareness to action is less valid in a connected
world where always-on consumers make their
decisions in complex ways. In this new environment,
brands need to be present during the moments in
the consumer decision process that matter most.

InMobi goes beyond just ensuring your presence
during these consumer moments. Our consumer
insights and decision sciences enable brands
to predict the MOMO - Moments of Maximum
Opportunity, so that you can positively influence
consumers with your message.

Consumer Moments

Moment

Walking
home
Browsing
music

At the
movies
Playing a
game

Location
Reading
news
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Relaxing
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NEW INSIGHTS AND NEW CONSUMERS
Mobile brings an entirely new set of data and signals to
marketers that allows them to do far more than they could
in other media. These signals include consumers’ location,
mobility, the weather, and tactile elements. Mobile also
allows you to reach new audiences that print, TV, radio,
and online media do not allow you to reach. The average
media consumption on mobile is increasing dramatically,
providing InMobi with access to more consumer moments
with each passing day.

OUR AWARD - WINNING
CAMPAIGNS
Citra Night Call
Gold Award for a Product Launch at
APAC Smarties 2014

Access to data allows us to discover new consumer
behaviors and identify new audiences to drive your
marketing objectives with unprecedented accuracy.
InMobi decision sciences enable us to create highconfidence Consumer Experience Profiles (CXP). These
CXPs bring together our understanding of consumer
preferences and how they vary across moments.
We do this at scale with more than 872 million uniques
and 159 billion ad impressions every month on the InMobi
network.

Axe University
Bronze Award for a Product/ Service
Launch at APAC Smarties 2014

Consumer Experience Profile

Gender

+

Location

+

News App

Dove
Smarties Bronze
Global Brand awareness

Gaming App

Age

+

Chat App

Device
Consumer
Life Map
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Consumer Engagement
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RESULTS THROUGH ACCOUNTABILITY
The fragmented nature of mobile can be unnerving. When
you work with InMobi, you get our guarantee across brand
safety and outcomes.
GUARANTEED OUTCOMES
As a brand advertiser, you need an outcome, not just
impressions on mobile. InMobi Guaranteed Outcomes
is the industry’s first and only enforceable guarantee that
your target outcome rates will be met or exceeded. Built
on a proprietary engagement prediction engine, InMobi
Guaranteed Outcomes make your advertising dollars
work harder for you.
BRAND SAFETY
Brand campaigns on the InMobi network run on inventory
from publishers that are integrated with the InMobi SDK
or sourced from tightly-managed partners. This ensures
that each impression for your brand campaign comes
from clearly identifiable publishers that have undergone a
comprehensive audit process. InMobi provides advertisers
and publishers with peace of mind through industry
certification by DoubleClick for Publishers, DoubleClick for
Advertisers and Vindico. InMobi also works with mobile
eco-system companies such as Nielsen, Placed and
comScore for post-campaign verification for advertisers.

MAKE MOMENT MARKETING A REALITY
FOR YOUR BRAND
InMobi for Brands brings together everything that you
need to influence your consumer’s purchase decision
process.

Marketing In The Moment
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A carmaker can target a consumer
with different ad experiences for its
recently launched car depending on
the moment.

Reading news in the
morning
InMobi informs the
consumer with a native ad
announcing the launch of a new
car model. The ad blends with the
newsfeed, and provides the rightsized information nugget that she
can consume.

In the bus in the
afternoon
InMobi educates the
consumer with a rich media ad that
let’s her explore the car’s features.
She has time to spare while she is on
the bus and is happy to engage with
the ad.

Relaxing at home in the
evening
InMobi drives call to action
with a Form Capture Video which
showcases the car’s features. The
video has a Form Capture which the
consumer completes to sign up for a
test drive.

+

+
CONSUMER

MOMENT MARKETING IN
ACTION

CONTEXT

CONTENT
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TARGET MARKET OF ONE
InMobi Audience Personas are unique to mobile and proprietary to InMobi. They are based on the unique
signals that mobile provides and allow you to target new consumer personas unavailable on other media.
Go beyond pre-defined cohorts and extend your reach with InMobi Brand Propensity Targeting, that
uses a real-time prediction engine to identify users likely to engage with your brand or brand category,
based on learnings from past campaigns.

InMobi Audience Persona Example: Frequent Flyer

CHECK-IN, MAKE
ANCILLARY PURCHASES

BUILDING
PERSONA

Engages with mobile web via Wi-Fi

DREAM, INSPIRE,
PLAN & BOOK
Home or mobile
Smartphones & Tablet

LOCATION GRAPH
Physically seen
around airports
at least 3 times in past
30 days
5
visits

3
visits

INTEREST
GRAPH

Pre-trip

Visited local and
international
travel destination
sites at least
10 times in past 30
days

Airport

3
visits

SHARE FEEDBACK,
DREAM
At home social media

12
visits

Insights
Post-trip

DEMOGRAPHICS
GRAPH
Above the age of 34
with HHI >$40,000
85%
conﬁdence
80%
conﬁdence

Mobile’s impact
across travel lifecycle

INTENT GRAPH
ClickedGRAPH
travel related ads
more than 8 times in the
Above
the
last
30age
daysof 34
with HHI >$40,000
4
clicks

EXPLORE, CONNECT
& SHARE

On Board
Destination

On road - Smartphones/
Tablet, In-hotel Wi-Fi

PLAN ENTERTAIN
& EXPLORE

9
clicks

On plane Wi-Fi
connectivity

IDENTIFY THE MOMENTS

Moment Of Maximum Opportunity

Deliver highly personalized messages at the
moments that matter. This means being present
and winning at the Moment of Maximum
Opportunity (MOMO) with InMobi’s decision

Visits auto dealer
Gets an ad on his phone
CARS

sciences.

50%

DELIVER YOUR MESSAGE IN THE MOMENT
As different moments present themselves, InMobi
knows how to influence the consumer in the most
compelling way. We bring to life riveting creative
experiences that best convey your brand message
through our award-winning creative design and
delivery platform, InMobi Studio.
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transport
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related content
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ABOUT INMOBI
InMobi enables the world’s leading brands, developers, and publishers to engage global consumers through
mobile advertising. InMobi platforms leverage advances in big data, user behavior, and cloud-based
architectures to simplify mobile advertising for its customers. Recognized by MIT Technology Review as
one of the 50 Disruptive Companies of 2013, InMobi is the world’s largest independent mobile ad network,
engaging 872 million uniques across more than 200 countries.

INMOBI OFFICE
OFFICE WITH CREATIVE TEAM

Privacy Policy
InMobi is committed to respecting and protecting individuals’ privacy rights. Much of the information we hold is purely technical in nature and relates to the devices
that interact with our ads rather than being “personal” in nature about any individual. InMobi does not know who you are or what your name is.
InMobi has been awarded TRUSTe’s Privacy Seal signifying that this privacy policy and practices have been reviewed by TRUSTe for compliance with TRUSTe’s Privacy
and TRUSTed Data program requirements including transparency, accountability and choice regarding the collection and use of consumer information.
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